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Fiction

BLACK
SHOES
Michael Obiora

This is TV actor Michael Obiora’s first novel. Known and loved for his roles in Hotel
Babylon and Eastenders, Black Shoes, is a compelling exploration of love, friendship,
paranoia and ignorance and a black man’s quest to find his way through the maze
of negative stereotypes.
London property developer Daniel Martins has everything a man could want: his own business,
a luxury pad, an expensive sports car... all at the tender age of twenty-five.
But should he appreciate this more because he is black? Daniel doesn’t think so. As far as he is
concerned, gone are the days when, by default, black men were seen as gun toting, drug selling,
urban music making individuals. Times have changed; the colour of one's skin is trivial. It’s the
twenty-first century; racism is a thing of the past... isn’t it? It’s only policemen and shop assistants
who constantly remind Daniel of the stereotypes assigned to his race.
‘Black Shoes offers welcome relief from much of the “ghetto lit” being rung
though the cash registers across the UK and occupying increasing shelf space
to the detriment of more serious works.’
The Guardian
Published: 1 August 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-215-2
Price: £8.50
Binding: Paperback

‘The popular British actor has turned his
attentions to the literary world to pen his
debut novel, Black Shoes’
The Voice
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Fiction

THE RULE
OF
LAZARI
Ben Osborne
This thrilling sequel to the well-received The Hyperion Legacy sees assistant trainer and jump
jockey Danny Rawlings on the brink of financial ruin after taking a punt on buying his pride and
joy Silver Belle, a tiny mare who’d underachieved in the hands of struggling trainer and boss
Roger Crane.
After Danny is left badly beaten and shaken by a stranger outside his apartment, he learns that,
one by one, jockeys that rode in a low-key race at Kempton years back are being murdered.
And his name is next on the list.
In the most important race of his life, with everything at stake, Danny sets about unearthing the
shocking secret behind the deaths: The Rule of Lazari.
A chain of mysterious events builds to a breathtaking climax at the Cheltenham Festival, where
Danny gives his all to right the wrongs of the past, clear his financial woes and help set up a
brighter future with wife Sara.
PRAISE FOR THE HYPERION LEGACY

‘had me turning page after page like an eager child. . . intricate plot. . . great fun.’
Racing Post
"A real page-turner... always entertaining...
a great read for anyone, not just racing fans."
Horse and Hound
3

Published: 2nd March 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-276-3
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

CHASING STONE
Phill Ingham
World class assassin Tom Stone has been double crossed, Usually
the hunter – he is now the hunted. He finds himself in the middle
of a gun fight – trying to shoot his way out of a private jet that has
just landed at Heathrow.
Stone must work out how to save himself – the lives of millions of
innocent people who are under threat from a nuclear device which
looks likely to fall into the wrong hands.
Published: 4 January 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-225-1
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Just as the intense gun and fist fights reach fever pitch, the
appearance of Alexander Meeks punches the entire story sideways
as the action moves to the Yorkshire Dales and the true
misdirection and deceit of this high action thriller unfolds.

MOUSTACHE MAN
THE DEADLY WHISKERS

Rick Senley
In an outrageous take on the Victorian murder mystery, Moustache
Man tells the tragic tale of one man’s descent from a dishy fellow
about town to a vagabond in the wretched underbelly of Victorian
London.

Published: 1 February 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-243-5
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

After falling in love with Sally, a loose and chesty strumpet plucked
like a chicken from the shadows of the Haymarket, our hero
accidentally spends everything he has on whores, opium and
booze. As he seeks to regain his love from the foggy mysteries of
fate, his adventures take him from gaudy gin palaces to upper-class
supper clubs, Chinese opium dens, Newgate Prison, a coroner’s
bedroom and a railway carriage. But when life finally catches up with
him, will he be able to redeem his conscience for his past?
4
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Fiction

THESE DAYS
WILL BE THE
DEATH OF ME
Matthew C. Leach
Private Investigator Frank Downey's bad luck takes a turn when he
is allocated the task of finding a millionaire's husband for a
handsome reward.
But Frank knows better than anyone that not every case is as simple
as it sounds. Fifteen years told him that. Sure there were the easy
ones.This was the case to end all cases and one that will push Frank
to the end of what he thought was possible. Frank sets out on a
mission that will drag him here and there and then back again in
search of any clue to enable him to crack the case and get his hands
on the old lady's reward.

Published: 4 January 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-217-6
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

THE LEMMING
SYNDROME
Martin Charles Allen
Nottingham copper David Keane is disenchanted with his lot and
stuck in a career that’s going nowhere. Along with many of his
colleagues, he detests the fact that the Police are wasting so much
of their time and getting no help from the courts or legal system, an
worse, now have to meet politically motivated targets.
So when he is picked out by a group of vigilantes, he is drawn into
their underworld which, whilst posing dangers, does offer a chance
of actually removing the causes of some of his worst frustrations.
His desire to see the issue through, whilst ignoring every rule in the
book, leads him onto a path from which there may be no return.
5

Published: 7 December 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-212-1
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

THE SWITCH
Marvin Thomas
Ian is a normal man with a normal 9-5 job.

Published: 4 January 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-237-4
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

In his youth, he dreamed of becoming an assassin, and of defending
the weak against the powerful and corrupt, and now, to protect his
family, he might just have the chance to make that dream a reality.
Having faked his own death, he becomes the assassin of his dreams,
hunting down the evil and the powerful – all those the police just
can’t touch because of their influence. He uses the money he earns
to set up centres for the underprivileged, teaching them how to
make the most of themselves and helping them to restructure their
hopes and dreams.
He never suspected that it would be his own daughter that finally
would take him down …

NETHERHALL
GARDENS &
BEYOND
Carl Patrick

Published: 5 October 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-290-2
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

A sexy, dark romp that follows on from Netherhall Gardens. For
Mark, the handsome young trainee accountant with a lust for
adventure, greater thrills and a natural ability to attract trouble, life
will never be the same again. Now sexually liberated and with a host
of friends and playmates vying for his attention and affections, Mark
has a tough choice to make. But then someone new enters his life,
determined to steal his heart, mind and body – by force if necessary.
PRAISE

FOR

NETHERHALL GARDENS

‘... remarkably assured, great fun to read and
we're already waiting for the sequel...’ Pink Paper
6
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Fiction

WINDBLOW
Jon Beattiey
Plunged into a natural disaster a small community tries to
pick up the pieces...
As a massive autumn gale sweeps towards a village in Surrey the
relationships between some individuals will
become tested to extremes. As the storm blows ‘doing the
neighbourly thing’ begins to get out of control, and events transpire
to reveal hidden ties no one ever suspected.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

Apple Girl
Twelve Girls
Contour
Trig Point.

Published: 4 January 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-242-8
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

IT ALWAYS RAINS
IN NOVEMBER
Richard Hoffman
This is a gripping tale of incest, betrayal, love and family life.
The relationship between Carly and her parents is dysfunctional and
disturbing, so when Carl wakes up in his daughter, Carly's, bed, an
incestuous relationship between the two seems inevitable

"Fresh and original... especially appreciate the
freshness of the writing and the authentic feel
of the characters"
Debi Alper author of Nirvana Bites and Trading Tatiana
7

Published: 2 November 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-201-5
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Troubador Storia – Italian fiction in translation

HONEST SOULS
Grazia Deledda
Jan Kozma (trans.)
Written by 1895, by Grazia Deledda, Honest Souls is an excellent example
of the regional Italian fiction of its day. Deledda has a descriptivist’s eye and
she brings the unique flavours of Sardinia to the attention of the world.
Grazia Deledda enjoyed international acclamation, winning the Nobel Prize
for Literature in 1926.
Paperback

9781848760844

£8.99

1 September 2009

TECHNIQUES OF SEDUCTION
Andrea De Carlo
Paula Geldenhuys (trans.)
Roberto Bata’s ingenuous yet perceptive novel-in-progress is brought to
the attention of charismatic celebrity-author Marco Polidori, a literary icon
who offers himself as mentor, urging Roberto to move to Rome. Once
there Roberto is trapped in a web of corruption and intrigue and Roberto
will experience temptations beyond his control before discovering he may
have lost everything he’d ever dreamt of accomplishing ...
Paperback

9781848760820

£8.99

1 September 2009

DON GIOVANNI IN SICILY
Vitaliano Brancati
Corrada Curry (trans.)
This translation of Don Giovanni in Sicilia brings to an English speaking
audience the work of one of the most brilliant representatives of the
Sicilian literary tradition. In Don Giovanni in Sicilia, Vitaliano Brancati focuses
on the satiric description of the provincial life of the Sicilian middle-class in
the thirties, revealing the sterility of Fascism.
Paperback

9781848760837
8

£8.99

1 September 2009
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Children’s Fiction

THE ANT-LION
AN AFRICAN SAFARI ADVENTURE

Antony Irvin
The Ant-Lion provides a rich diversity of action, excitement and
humour, set against a backdrop of wild Africa and Maasai culture.
Readers, while sharing in the thrill of safari and the children’s
exploits will also learn something of African animals, wildlife
conservation, and the very different lifestyle of the Maasai.
The book’s appeal is enhanced by beautiful line drawings
depicting wildlife and Maasai culture.

‘The Ant-Lion will make many youngsters wish
they were living under African skies...’
Matt Fletcher, author of Lonely Planet guides on
East Africa and Trekking in East Africa

Published: 7 December 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-27-7
Price: £5.99
Binding: Paperback

HOLD ON TIGHT
Claire Carpenter
A unique picture book which inspires children to believe in
themselves and to follow their dreams. The perfect bedtime story.
Tommy loves the moon and decides he’d like to go there himself. His
bold dream is dismissed by everyone including his parents and the
clever little girl next door. But with bravery, persistence and some
unexpected help Tommy eventually makes his dream come true.

‘When we really put our mind to something,
hidden hands always seem to help us along the
way towards fulfilment. Hold on Tight conveys a
timeless lesson about what is possible that any
young mind can grasp. Memorable and powerful.’
Tom Butler-Bowdon, author of 50 Self-Help Classics
9

Published: 2 February 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-157-2
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback
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Biography

WE COULD
POSSIBLY
COMMENT
IAN RICHARDSON
REMEMBERED
Sharon Mail
Looking at the life and work of a unique performer, We Could Possibly Comment gives an insight
into this special man through tributes from over 50 actors, directors, producers, writers and admirers.
This book paints a portrait not only of an actor hugely admired and respected as a consummate,
highly gifted performer, but also of the most generous-hearted of men, who was deeply loved
and revered by those who worked with him and followed his career.
Edinburgh-born Ian Richardson is famously known for his portrayal of scheming politician Francis
Urquhart in the BBC drama series House of Cards in the ’90s. Before that, he spent 15 years with
The Royal Shakespeare Company where he was recognised as one of the truly great classical
actors. A career in television and film followed. He starred in dramas such as Tinker Tailor Soldier
Spy, Private Schulz, Gormenghast and played, to great acclaim, both Sherlock Holmes and the man
credited with being the inspiration for the character, Dr Joseph Bell, in Murder Rooms.
We learn how Ian Richardson became the first actor to appear naked on stage on Broadway, met
with Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi just before she was assassinated, was ‘throttled’ by
Johnny Depp, and of his deep love for his totally devoted wife, Maroussia.This book also includes
the author’s personal recollections of a dear friend, and extracts from a lengthy interview
conducted during a memorable visit to the actor’s home.
Published: 20 August 2009
ISBN: 978-184876-184-1
Price: £13.95
Binding: Paperback

‘A glorious and heart-warming tribute to a
superb and much loved actor.’
John Sessions
10
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Biography

HORNES
DOWN
UNDER
PART ONE

Tony Horne
If you’re a burnt-out family, bitten by the credit crunch, aware that your life is flying by, your kids
growing up fast and knowing that you only have the duration of the British school holidays to play
with, then this is the book for you.
Let’s turn the clock back to June 2008, when we undertook the biggest adventure of our lives
and without a clue what we were doing. We are Tony (36), Natalie (34), Molly (8) and Sam (5),
and If you like wildlife, campervans, Australia, barbecues, arguments with airlines, theme parks,
Steve Irwin, and families that just limp from one cock-up to another, then it’s all here too. In
short, one mad family drives a campervan across Australia – Disaster ensues. This is not a guide
book. it’s a story of a family trying to re-introduce themselves to each other after many stressful
years while following a route along the coast of Australia from Darwin to Adelaide.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tony Horne is best known for being one of the longest running breakfast shows in commercial
radio (Metro Radio) and for his weekly newspaper column for Newcastle's Evening Chronicle.
‘Tony Horne is incredibly entertaining ... reading this book makes you feel you are
sitting alongside them in the van’.
Ray Stubbs, TV sports presenter
‘Tony Horne is funny and smart. He is also mad.’
Chris Ryan, author
‘Tony Horne is a superb writer’
John Cross, The Mirror

11

Published: 5 October 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-200-8
Price: £16.99
Binding: Hardback
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Biography

THE ART OF
FLYING CROOKED
Robin Liston
with contributions from Rory McAuliffe
Journalist and publicist Robin Liston and amateur pilot Rory
McAuliffe had the idea of visiting twenty six outback places
beginning with the letters A to Z... in an elderly single engine Piper
Cherokee. This is the story of that journey, and much more besides.
Aside from its legendary stark beauty, the Australian outback is
home to a host of exotic creatures and unusual characters.This
book will give you an introduction to a few of them.
Published: 5 October 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-96-4
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

‘Anyone who is interested in flying, not to mention the
extraordinary Australian continent, will be absorbed
by The Art of Flying Crooked.’
Richard Branson

FOR POULTON
AND ENGLAND
THE LIFE & TIMES OF AN
EDWARDIAN RUGBY HERO

James Corsan

Published: 2 December 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-10-7
Price: £15.99
Binding: Hardback

Ronald Poulton was acknowledged as the greatest rugby player of
his generation. An exceptional, elusive runner and an outstanding
leader, Poulton captained England to what is now called a 'Grand
Slam' in 1914 – the last season before the First World War. Once
war was declared he spent seven months training in England with
his battalion before crossing to Belgium. Five weeks later he was
shot dead by a sniper in the trenches, still aged only 25.
Containing several rarely-seen photos, this biography sheds new
light on one of the heroes of the 'Lost Generation' of 1914-1918.
12
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Biography

PRISONERS,
PROPERTY AND
PROSTITUTES
Tom Ratcliffe
This is autobiography is a rivetting look at society,
the people who comprise it and the people who police it.
More by accident than judgement,Tom Ratcliffe embarks on a career
as a Police Officer.Within weeks of joining he is dealing with some
very unsavoury and untrustworthy characters – and that was just his
fellow officers. Prisoners, Property and Prostitutes makes the reader sit
up and look around them, amazed at what is going on just beneath
the surface of ‘normal’ society. . If it was written as fiction it would
be entertaining – the fact it is true makes it a real page-turner.

Published: 2 January 2010
ISBN: 978-1-84876-16-9
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

DARLING ALICIA
THE LOVE LETTERS OF ALICIA
KANER AND STEPHEN MERRETT

Vernee Samuel (Editor)
This is an edited collection of love letters written in 1966-67
between Stephen Merrett, a young British academic based in Delhi
and Alicia Kaner, an Argentinian student.The couple begin
corresponding as friends and the reader is swept along as they flirt,
fight and fall in love on the page.
The love letters of Alicia Kaner and Stephen Merrett were originally
adapted by Vernee Samuel as a BBC Radio 4 Afternoon Play 7.
‘... so full of love, truth and wit.’
Derek Jacobi
13

Published: 2October 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-64-3
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Biography

WHY DO THE
PEOPLE HATE
ME SO?
THE STRANGE INTERLUDE
BETWEEN THE TWO GREAT
WARS IN THE BRITAIN OF
STANLEY BALDWIN

Jeremy Dobson
The era over which Stanley Baldwin presided became known as the ‘Baldwin Age’. This biography
details his fascinating life.
Stanley Baldwin is little remembered today. Nonetheless the country owes much to him. After
the Great War of 1914–1918 the world changed, robbed of its order, structure and beliefs,
dictators replaced toppled monarchs. The slump that followed the 1929 Wall Street crash ended
the fragile peace of the twenties. Against a backdrop of violent social unrest, Adolph Hitler came
to power in Germany in January 1933. That the new caesars did not flourish is owed, at least in
part, to Baldwin’s personality and Christian beliefs.As national leader he propounded the role of
religion with regard to everyday life, alongside the counter attractions of nationalism.
Baldwin had an abhorrence of aerial bombardment and sought the abolition of the bomber.
Nonetheless it was to him that the task fell of reconciling a deeply pacifist country to the new
dangers in the world and of commencing a rearmament programme. On defence issues he was
to be damned by Churchill and others for dereliction of duty and hoodwinking the electorate.
This new biography aims to refute such accusations.

Published: 4 January 2010
ISBN: 978-1848762-39-8 SB
ISBN: 978-1848762-48-0 HB
Price: £15.00 SB / £25.00 HB

‘A long term desire to put the record straight,
has brought forth this finely researched work,
that should restore Earl Baldwin of Bewdley’s
image to its rightful place as one of our great
and humane Prime Ministers.’
Henry Sandon MBE
14
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Health

THE ACCIDENTAL
CARER
100 TIPS FOR MEETING THE
CHALLENGES WHEN CARING
FOR A STROKE SURVIVOR

Nicole Banerji
Covering a wide variety of topics, this helpful book takes the reader
on a journey through the challenges faced when someone suddenly
and unexpectedly becomes a carer for an adult.

‘One of the most difficult things to get hold of
when you suddenly become a carer... is
information - this book fills some of those gaps’
Anne McGuire MP, Parliamentary Champion for Carers,
Minister for Disabled People 2007-2008

Published: 7 December 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-11-4
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

KEEPING BALANCE
A PSYCHOLOGIST’S EXPERIENCE
OF CHRONIC ILLNESS AND
DISABILITY

Katherine Cuthbert
This is a book for people with MS. It is also a book for those who
have other chronic diseases. Beyond that, it is a book for anyone
facing challenges in their life..
Katherine Cuthbert was at the end of a cycling holiday in Bavaria
when her left leg gave way. She was soon having considerable difficulty
walking.Two months later she was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis
and was facing the challenge of coping with an uncertain future and
increasing disability. This memoir provides a personal account of living
with Multiple Sclerosis, rooted in psychological knowledge.
15

Published: 7 December 2009
ISBN: 978-1-84876-09-1
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Matador Business

HOW TO GET THAT
JOB!
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR
TODAY’S JOBSEEKERS

Lorraine Mills
This essential guide is packed with useful information such as CV
content and layout, and interview tips. A must have if you are
currently looking for a job.

Published: 4 January 2009
ISBN: 978-1848762-18-3
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

How To Get That Job! is a quick no nonsense guide which will provide
you with the much needed support that job hunting demands.
Finding a job can be difficult, especially in the present climate as
many people are applying for the same roles so it is essential to be
fully prepared.

LINKING HUMAN
RESOURCE STRATEGY
AND OPERATIONS
AN INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK

Stephen M. Flynn

Published: 1 March 2010
ISBN: 978-1848762-59-6
Price: £25.00
Binding: Hardback

This book links strategy with operational reality – it spans the
conceptual and the practical. It’s not hard to find texts on HR
strategy and others on HR practice.The former tend to be
conceptual, lacking pragmatic application; whilst the latter are
separate, disparate ‘how to’ books with limited insight on
integrating the whole.This book bridges the gap.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Steve Flynn has worked in Human Resources for the past 29 years, the
last 11 as a Director.
16
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Sport

IN A DIFFERENT
LEAGUE
CRICKET'S NORTH-SOUTH
DIVIDE
Jim Carnegie
This book takes a humorous and informative look at the North-South
divide from a cricketing perspective.
Most cricket followers concede that a Surrey-bred, mediocre pie
chucker with an Oxbridge degree and 4 initials is traditionally more
likely to be selected for England before any world class seamer from
north of Luton. Few, however, until now, would be able to fully
appreciate the chasm between a sociable ‘friendly’ in rural Berkshire
and going to war in League cricket on either side of the Pennines.

Published: 14 September 2009
ISBN: 978-1848762-636
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

A DIFFERENT
CORNER
EXPLORING SPANISH FOOTBALL

Richard Brentnall
Fed up with the current state of English football, Richard Brentnall
decided to take a plunge in 2007 and moved to southern Spain,
where he hoped to resuscitate his love for the game. Brentnall's
exploration takes him the length and breadth of Spain, from Almeira
to the Basque Country, from Seville to the Bernabeu, to Huelva to
see where it all began.
A Different Corner is at once adventurous, perceptive and
informative, its quest related through the eyes of and with the heart
of a fan.
17

Published: 18 September 2009
ISBN: 978-1848762-45-2
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Self Help

PUBLISHING &
PRINTING
TERMINOLOGY FOR
SELF-PUBLISHERS
A SERIOUSLY USEFUL
AUTHOR’S GUIDE
Jane Rowland
As self-publishing continues to grow in popularity, more and more people find themselves
becoming publishers, printers and distributors of their own books. Along the way, many will
discover that there are standards, words and conventions that exist within mainstream
publishing, printing and sales that they simply do not understand – but need to.
As well as helping guide you through the terminology you’ll find in standard use within the
publishing world, it is also crammed full of insider information on what questions to ask, what
assumptions not to make, to help you get the very best out of your self-publishing experience.
Written by the Editor of The Self-Publishing Magazine, it’s essential reading for any selfpublisher. This simple to use, quick reference book explains the words that you need to know,
assisting with the smooth and stress free self-publication of your book!
You can dip into this guide when you need to quickly grasp a concept or you can read it from
cover to cover to gain a solid insight into the things you need to know when self publishing.
Either way it will become our essential reference to being your own publisher, printer, supplier
and bookshop!
Published: 15 October 2009
ISBN: 978-1848761-69-8
Price: 7.99
Binding: Paperback
18
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ORDERS
Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering
Sales Representation: Star Book Sales
Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop:

www.troubador.co.uk/shop
via phone (0116) 255 9311
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk
or ordered through your local bookshop

Troubador Publishing Ltd

5 Weir Road, Kibworth Beauchamp, Leics LE8 0LQ
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277
books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk
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Troubador Publishing Ltd
books@troubador.co.uk
www.troubador.co.uk

NINGALOO REEF AUSTRALIA. FROM ‘THE ART OF FLYING CROOKED’ BY ROBIN LISTON (PAGE

12)
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